1. It is proposed in the present paper to study the behavior for large positive integral values of x of the general solution of the equation (1) a0(x)u(x + 2) + ax(x)u(x + 1) + a2(x)u(x) = 0, the coefficients a0(x), ax(x), a2(x) being given functions (real or complex) of x and subject only to conditions relative to the form taken by the expression 4 «o(x)a2(x + l) _ 1 ax(x)af(x+l) when x is very large.| The general results are summarized in Theorem I, after which application is made to the following special equation considered by Horn: J P0(x)u(x + 2) + xkPx{x)u(x +1) + x2kP2(x)u(x) = 0, where k is any integer, positive, negative or zero and P0(x), Px(x), P2(x) are developable asymptotically (or as convergent series) in the form
The results obtained for this type of equation are stated in Theorem II and are shown to be in accord with those obtained by Horn.
Also certain results addi-* Presented to the Society (Chicago) April 17, 1908. t Papers relating to this subject but placing more restrictive conditions upon the coefficients have been published by Horn, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 53 (1900) , pp. lll-i-X&l, and by the present author, Annali di Matemática, series 3, vol. 13 (1907) , pp. 313-328.
For a summary of literature concerning equations of form (1) see Barnes, Messenger of Mathematics, vol. 34 (1904), p. 53. %Loc. cit., p. 190 . For simplicity we shall here confine ourselves to equations of order 2, whereas Horn considers similar equations of any order. A generalization of our results to any order is immediate, in view of the general character of the investigations contained in the above mentioned memoir in the Annali upon which the present paper depends.
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use w. b. ford: integration of [July tional to his are to be here found, and application of these is made in §11 to the study of the behavior of Legend re's function of the first kind P for large values of n.
II. Reduction of the Equation.
2. We shall first show that in case ax(x) + 0, a2(x) + 0 for all x = a = constant, * the study of equation (1) (2) A2y(x) + a(x)y(x + 2) = 0, in which a(x) depends only upon a0, «, and a2 and is defined for all x g¡ a. In fact, if one places u(x) = t(x)y(x),
or, since y(x + l) = y(x + 2)-Ay(x + 1 ), y(x) = y(x + 2)-2t\y(x + 1) + A2y(x), the same equation becomes
Let us now choose the heretofore undetermined function t(x) in such a manner that the second coefficient of (3) vanishes : (4) <*,(*)<(*+ l) + 2aî(»)«(*)-<>.
The function t(x) thus becomes determined,! except for a constant factor, by the equation
since ax(x) 4= 0 for x>a. Moreover, from the hypothesis a2(x) 4= 0 it follows that t(x) 4= 0 and hence also a2(x)t(x) 4= 0. Consequently, equation (3) may be reduced to the form
i. e., to the desired form (2).
8. We shall now make the assumption that 4 ( a0/ax Y ( a2/ax)x+x -1 for large values of x has the form -v2 -cj>(x) -0(x), where v is a constant (real or * Throughout the paper it will be understood, unless otherwise stated, that x g¡ ° = a sufficiently large constant.
t See Boole's Finite Differences, Chap. IX, i 6. complex) and v(ir -1 ) 4= 0, where also cb(x) is a function of x of the form p/xt+s, in which p and S are constants with 0 < B = J, and where 0(x) is any function of x such that the series J-,=.e converges.
For example, the function 0(.t) may be taken as any function of the form g(x)-r(x)/x, where \g(x) | < c = const, and t(x) is one of the functions 11 1 X*' (h)g*)»*'' log9!(log™ «V**' ' (J»>°)'
In particular, we observe that the above hypotheses are realized whenever the original equation (1) has coefficients at(x), ax(x), «.,(■>'■) which ave developable either in the form of convergent power series in l/x(x = a) or, more generally, as asymptotic series in 1/x. Equation (6) thus becomes
In the study of this equation we shall now make use of Theorem II of the paper entitled Sur les équations linéaires aux différences finies,* using without further remark the results and notation there found. In the present instance let us choose the auxiliary functions zx(x), z.,(x) as follows, for reasons which will appear presently :
where ftW-î+Î^W + Îit^iiO.
From our hypothesis respecting ef>(x) it appears directly that l;x(x) has the character of one of the functions 0(x) mentioned above. Likewise we have
where f«(as) has the properties of fj(sc) just mentioned and is obtained from it by changing v into -v. Equations (8) and (9) together with those just noted give the following values for the expressions A(x), Q(x),fx(x),f2(x), q(x,xf), Q>(x, xx), "V(x, xx), and Y(x) which occur in the statement of the above mentioned Theorem II:
Moreover, since limXi="^)(a31) = 0, v(l -v2) 4= 0, while 0(xx), ^x(xx), i)2(xx) have the properties above mentioned, we now see that where | sL(aJL) | and |s2(5c1)| are less than some assignable constant, and 0(x), though not identical with the 0(x) of (7), has the properties before described of that function. (18) G(x) = flpn we may write
where | ax ( x, xx ) | < ilx = const.
Similarly we have
where ^(a:)| = |r2(%)| = 1 • Whence, by (16), it follows that (21) V(x,xx) = eo2(x,xx)\0(xx)\G(x) (*S«,*,>«).
where | co2 ( x, xx ) | < il2 = const.
Equations (19) and (21) having been obtained, we turn to consider the series
Referring to the definition of the term um(x) given in the before mentioned Theorem II, we have in the present instance
where for x = x ,= x .■■■= x, = x = a we may write
Relations (23) and (24) now enable us to show that the three conditions (a), (b), (c) of the theorem are here fulfilled.
Condition (a) is fulfilled inasmuch as we have
and this expression has a meaning by virtue of our hypotheses concerning the function 0(x). As to condition (b), let us put
Since 0x(x) becomes arbitrarily small for all values of x sufficiently large, the term u (x) takes the form (26) um(x)=G(x)Vm(x), where (27) \Vm(x)\<ilr>il2\0x(x)\".
Whence, if a he sufficiently large, we shall have
[July Thus the series (22) converges for x = a to a. value U(x) such that
By virtue of (19) and (20) we may now write
where ßx(x, xx)<:il3\0(xx)\ (ß, = COUSt., i>a, x,>x).
Thus the series "S \^(x,xx)\F(xx) (»=£«) x¡=x+X converges.
Finally, the expressions Y(xx)fr(xx), (r = 1, 2), of condition (c) are to be considered. We obtain in the first place from (17) and (29) rr, ,
But from (10) and (11) we havê
where | /33 ( x ) | < ß3 = const.
Similarly we obtain
Moreover, we have from (12),
where | ß6 ( x, r ) | < ß6 = const. Thence, noting that pa 4= 0, we havê (»')/>(:B) = ^7(a;',,)lÖ(:c)l (|/3,(x,r)|<ft=const.), and, therefore, the expressions i,=.t+i have a meaning. Thus all the conditions of Theorem II become fulfilled. Moreover, the function y(x) of (29) has the properties of the function 0x (x) defined in (25); i.e., limSMy(a»)-> 0. Consequently from (80), (31) and (32) we have (83) Y(x) = 2?~+tb(x+l) { z2(x + l) " zf(x~+l) + G(x) J where x = a, limx_M $(x) = 0. Upon applying now the result of Theorem II we find that the general solution of (7), under the present hypotheses respecting v, eb(x), and 0(x), will have the following form when x = a for sufficiently large a :
kx, k2 being arbitrary constants. Since also z^T)=1+^x^ ^0rr1+nti9>) (*!*(•>-*;*(»)-•).
this may be thrown into the form
IV. Derivation of a first integral for the general case. z%-+-rrX3^x^Ffxf) (iw.oi-1).
Thus, from (15) we obtain
Let us now suppose xt > x S a and let us consider c to be that square root of tr in (7) for which 11 -f » | > 11 -i» |. Then the factors in the right hand member of our last equation will each be less than 1 and we shall be able to write Fix) (36) *(sb, xx) = w3(x,xx)\0(xx)\-sj~^ (l",(*,ï,)l<o,=ooDrt.). We may now proceed as in the former case. Thus we have in the first place
where ^"(x) has the properties indicated in (27), whence also V. Derivation of the second integral.
6. Having obtained but a particular solution yx(x) of (7) when 11 + v I 4= 11 -v |, we proceed in the present section to obtain a second solution and therewith the general solution.
For this purpose equation (7) may be written in the form
If now u(x) and v(x) be any two linearly independent solutions of the equation
we have, after placing for brevity a0(x) = a0, etc., and m(x + 1) = m,, u(x + 2) = u2, etc. :
«oCVi -uxvx) + a2(Mo"i -uxv») = °a nd hence Therefore, for any fixed integer a we obtain alp)
where c is a constant as regards n. Whence
Thus, if v(x) be looked upon as a known solution of (42), the solution u(x) may be expressed in the following form for all values of x = a + n, a being a constant : We proceed to study the properties of Sn for large values of n in the case of the special equation (41), for which one solution v(x) = yx(x), given by (40) Upon making use of (44), (45) and (46) which we may now show directly to be of the form k3 + en where k3 = const. and lim"=" e 1 = 0. In fact, we may write
where the first sum appearing on the right evidently approaches a limit by virtue of (8) when n = oo, while by taking p sufficiently large the second sum may be made less in absolute value than any pre-assigned positive quantity e, whatever n may he (n>p + 1), since |g,(« + ro)g,(q + n)| zx(a + n)z2(a + m)
Pa+nPa+n-l ' ' ' Pa-fin_tts=l < ç»-™+î (9 = const.<l).
Availing ourselves of the form just established for S'n and recalling the definition of v ( a + n ), we see from (47) that g *(! + «.) H1 +*(»)) (limt" = limf(,)=0).
Placing this value in (43) and recalling that the expression cxv(x) = cxyx(x) there appearing is itself a solution of (41), we obtain the following second solution linearly independent of yx(x): tj(x\ h^1 + €^x)) US«, HmM*)=0). Let us uovv choose the undetermined constants g, h so that the term in 1/x in each coefficient of (53) vanishes.
In case ax 4= 0, a2 4= 0, these two conditions determine g and h as follows :
The constants g, h having been thus determined, we may now apply directly to equation (53) the results embodied in Theorem III of my previous paper* and write for sufficiently large a v(x-)-cl-2 ) (l-fe,(x)) (ci = const, ¡ga, limfjx) =0), and therefore also (54) t(x) = CxX «1«« Í --2 J (1 -fe^x)) (lime2(.r)=0).
*Loc. cit., p. 313.
We turn now to consider the forms taken by zx(x), z2(x) for the equation (51 Noting that a2 -4a0 a2 4= 0 whenever X, 4= X2, we see that if in equation (51) Moreover, for the cases in which X,, X2 are distinct but of equal modulus we see from (57) and (58) But if this latter condition is satisfied, it is evident that c, and c2 are conjugate imaginarles, and conversely. Thus the result already obtained when | Xx \ 4= | X21 will continue to hold true when | X11 = | X21, provided that X: 4= \, aQd either Cj, c2 are conjugate imaginaries or cx = c2= 0. We note also that the form of the solutions (59) may be somewhat simplified by making use of the well known asymptotic relation T(x) ~ V2~Tre-xx'-i.
Thus for any constant I we have so that relations (59) may be replaced by (60) yx(x) = x^X*(l + ex(x)), yt(x) -SB»"X;(l + «,(«,)), wherein h =q-c = a'&2~ a26' _ P h = a^~a^ _ P 8. Besides the cases already considered in which aaaxa2 4= 0 it is deserving of note that whenever a0a2 4= 0, a, = 6, = 0, the nature of the solutions of (51) Then by choosing h and g so that the coefficients of 1/x here appearing vanish, i.e., wherein p, crx, cr2 are constants defined as follows:
Moreover, the same result holds true whenever the roots Xx, X2 are unequal but of equal modulus, provided that crx and cr2 are conjugate imaginarles, including the case in which exx = cr2 = 0.
Case II. If aaa2 4= 0, ax = bx = 0 and if we rep>resent by Xx, X2 the roots of the quadratic equation a"X2 + a2 = 0, there are two solutions of the given equation which when considered for values of x sufficiently large take the forms »,(*) -(*) «*ï(l+«,(*)), u2(x) = (^y^Xt{l + e.fx)) This reduces to an identity by virtue of the relations axX2 + 2a2 = -3k a, + 2a0X), a0X2 + a.X, + a2 = 0.
Similarly, by using X2 instead of \x we obtain p + cr2 = p2. It is to be observed that Horn's work concerns only case I. 11. As an illustration of the application of the preceding theorem, let us consider the equation Here we have k= 0, a0 = 1, ax = -2a, a2 = 1, 60 = 2, bx = -3z, b2= 1. kx, k2 being arbitrary constants. Moreover, precisely the same result holds when z = 0, as appears directly by applying Case II of the same theorem.
If, in particular, -1 < z < 1, we may place z = cos f and write (z + yz2 -lf= cos xf -f i sin x|.
The solution u(x) then takes the form u(x) = ~= kx(l + ex(x)) cos x£ + k2 ( 1 +e2(x)) sin scf , where kx, k2, e,, e2 have the properties already mentioned. Moreover, upon determining two constants X, p from the equations X sin p = kx, X cos p = k2, and inserting for the constants kx, k2 these expressions, we obtain for w(x) the form u(x) = -= \ain(x% + p) + e{x)]
(limt(«)=0) \/x *=» where X and p are arbitrary constants. This last result for the special case in which u(x) = Px(z) agrees with other well known results respecting the behavior of Legendre's function of the irst kind for large values ol x. Previous investigations upon the subject, howjver, appear to have been from the standpoint of the differential equation satis Sed by Px(z) rather than from that of the difference equation (62) 
